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Abstract: Spiral phase plate (SPP) is the widely used method in the generation of vortex beam (VB)
with fixed topological charges (TCs) for specific wavelength. Although VB with large TCs can be
directly generated by using the SPP with high vortex order. The fabrication of high-quality SPPs with
high vortex orders usually requires complex manufacturing process and high machining accuracy.
An alternative method to generate VBs with large TCs is cascaded multiple SPPs with low order. In
this study, we numerically calculate the transmitted light field of cascaded multiple SPPs according
to the Huygens–Fresnel diffraction integral, and perform the experimental verifications. Based on
cascading 6 SPPs (3 SPPs with TCs of 2, and 3 SPPs with TCs 4, respectively), an VB with TCs as high
as 18 is generated. Furthermore, The TCs of the generated VB are detected by coaxial and off-axis
interfering with fundamental Gaussian beam or its conjugate beam, respectively. The generated
fork and spiral patterns allow us to distinguish the value and sign of TCs carried by the VB. The
experimental results coincide well with the theoretical simulations. The fork pattern shows better
resolution than the spiral one, and the petal pattern with small spiral allows us to distinguish large
TCs with a higher resolution.

Keywords: optical vortex; spiral phase plates; topological charge; cascaded configuration; interfer-
ence discrimination method

1. Introduction

Vortex beams (VBs) with large topological charge (TC) and large area of dark core
have a great application prospect in fields such as optical microscopy [1,2], hyper-entan-
glement [3,4], high-sensitivity spatial measurement [5,6], high-capacity optical communi-
cation [7], and optical manipulation of object with large volume [8]. Laguerre–Gaussian
modes (LGpl, p, and l are radial and azimuthal indices) are representative and widely
studied VBs containing exp(ilϕ) term. Here cϕ is the azimuthal angle and l is called the TCs
of the VB. Usually, the VB of charge l carries an orbital angular momentum (OAM) of lh̄ per
photon [9,10]. The beam pattern of VB with LG0l mode shows a doughnut shaped structure.
So far as we know, various methods based on spatial light modulators, digital micromirror
devices, spiral phase plates (SPPs), photon sieves, metasurfaces, etc. have been proposed to
generate VBs in the extra-cavity laser scheme [11–15]. With respect to the other techniques,
SPPs provide a stable, efficient, and compact method for VB generation from common laser
beams. Particularly, SPPs made of silicon can operate under high laser power.

SPP, as one of the most used refractive optical elements, is a dielectric plate with spiral
thickness profile, where the optical height is proportional to the azimuthal angle ϕ. VBs
with spectrum ranging from microwave to X-ray are obtained through different kinds of
SPPs [16–38]. Early in 1992, S. N. Khonina, et al. reported the creation of the phase rotator
filter (an optical element whose complex transmittance function exp(iϕ) depends on the
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azimuth angle ϕ, it is called SPP later) at 633 nm by photolithography techniques for the first
time [16]. In 1994, M. W. Beijersbergen, et al. demonstrated that a SPP at 633 nm can convert
a TEM00 laser beam into a helical-wavefront beam with a phase singularity at its axis [17].
In 1996, G. A. Turnbull, et al. used a SPP at millimeter-wave frequencies to transform a
free-space, fundamental Hermite–Gaussian mode in a LG mode with an azimuthal phase
component [18]. In 2002, G. Machavariani, et al. realized efficiently converting a Gaussian
beam into a helical LG beam with efficiency as high as 98%; they use a pair of axicons
to produce a shifted Gaussian intensity distribution that is then passed through a SPP at
1064 nm [19]. A. G. Peele, et al. reported an experimental observation of an optical vortex
in a field consisting of 9-keV X-ray photons created by the SPP [20]. In 2004, K. Sueda, et al.
demonstrated the generation of a LG beam with a doughnut-shaped intensity pattern by
applying a multilevel SPP at 780 nm [21]. At the same year, T. Watanabe, et al. generated
the first-order of Bessel beam by a SPP with 8 divided etching areas [22]. C. Rotschild, et al.
constructed a spiral phase retarder with the use of a deformed cracked plexiglass plate [23].
X. C. Yuan and coworkers reported on the performance of four kinds of SPPs (an irregular-
shaped SPP, a micron-sized SPP, a solitary kinoform-type SPP, and a radially modulated SPP,
respectively) fabricated by electron-beam lithography [24–27]. Q. Wang, et al. generated
doughnut-shaped beams with charges from 1 to 6 at wavelength of 633 nm by using
liquid-crystal SPPs [28,29]. S. S. R. Oemrawsingh, et al. fabricated high-quality, half-
integral SPPs, and smooth SPPs based on molding technique for generating optical vortices
at visible and near-infrared wavelengths with TCs of 3.5 and 5 respectively [30,31]. In
2014, G. Ruffato, et al. designed and fabricated SPPs at 633 nm for the generation of LG
beam with non-null radial index by electron beam lithography on polymethylmethacrylate
over glass substrates [32]. P. Schemmel, et al. presented a modular SPP to generate
millimeter wavelength beam with an azimuthal mode number of l = ±10 [33]. In 2015,
L. F. Shi, et al. presented the fabrication of SPPs at 532 nm with continuous surface by
using an economical method, and generated VB with TCs as high as 20 by the fabricated
SPP [34]. M. Massari, et al. realized the generation of high-order LG beams with different
values of TC and radial index by the use of high-quality single- and multi-step SPPs,
which is fabricated by electron beam lithography [35]. W. Harm, et al. reported on the
experimental demonstration of the conversion of a TEM00 beam into approximated LG
beams of variable TCs from 1 to 10 for a fixed wavelength 532 nm by using Moiré diffractive
SPPs [36]. In 2019, a flat SPP was introduced by W. B. Wu, et al., the height of which remains
unchanged, whereas the refractive index increases with the azimuthal angle [37]. In 2020,
D. Isakov, et al. generated electromagnetic waves with OAM mode number l =±1 in the 12–
18 GHz frequency range by using the dielectric SPPs, which were additively manufactured
using material extrusion and polyjet fabrication methods [38]. A specific SPP is rather
sensitive to the wavelength of the laser, and only suitable for the generation of VB with
specific TC. Due to the demanding of machining accuracy, the fabrication of high quality
SPPs with large TCs is usually complicated and expensive [34]. VBs with large TCs can
also be generated by cascading multiple low-order SPPs. In 2004, Q. Wang, et al. found
that stacking liquid-crystal SPPs yielded doughnut beams with charge numbers up to 8
with high efficiency and flexibility [29]. In 2016, Y. Wei, et al. presented the research on the
generation of VB by superposition of two SPPs [39]. In 2018, C. Wang, et al. reported on the
addition of TCs by cascading two SPPs, doubling of TCs by double-pass configuration, and
quadrupling TCs by passing SPP with four times, respectively [40–42]. They found that the
cascaded SPPs scheme has the advantage of the reduced reduction of the relative intensity,
the degree of radius divergence, and possibility of decomposition of VB because of the
instability of high order over the single SPP scheme [40]. The cascaded SPPs scheme is
entirely better than single SPP in generating VB. However, only the cascaded scheme with
two SPPs had been studied, and there are few reports on the performance of VB generated
by cascading multiple SPPs (>2).

Precisely measuring TCs is important due to the OAM per photon relating to the TCs of
VB. Various methods, including interference methods [43–51], diffraction methods [52–54],
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and mode transformation methods [55–57], etc., have been used to determine the TCs
carried by the VB. Methods based on interference of two beams are widely used to measure
the TCs of VB. Usually, one VB is arranged to interfering with a fundamental Gaussian
beam or its conjugate one. Different kinds of patterns, including fork pattern [43–45], spiral
pattern [46–48], and petal pattern [49–51], are obtained by carefully choosing the oblique
angle and wavefront curvature radii of two interference beams. The comparison of these
patterns for VBs with larger TCs are seldomly studied.

In this paper, VBs with large TCs are generated by cascading multiple SPPs, both
experimentally and in theory. The interference discrimination methods for TCs are com-
pared under different TCs. Section 2 is the mathematical form of VBs after passing through
multiple SPPs. Section 3 is devoted to the description of the experimental setup. Exper-
imental results and simulations, including beam pattern of VBs for cascading different
SPPs, the interference patterns between VB and its conjugate one (or the fundamental
Gaussian beam), are discussed in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 5.
This work provides the effective methods for generating VBs with large TCs by cascaded
multiple (>2) low-order SPPs and discriminating TCs.

2. Theoretical Analysis

In this part, we demonstrate the transformations of the fundamental Gaussian beam
after passing through multiple SPPs (n SPPs with vortex orders of l1, l2, . . . , ln, respectively)
in the cascaded configuration, as shown in Figure 1. A reverse transmission of the SPP adds
sign-reversed TCs compared with a transmission of the forward direction. Here we assume
all SPPs are placed with the same side facing the light beam, such that the generated VB
bears TCs of ±∑n

i=1 li. Finally, the VB illuminates the camera for observation after passing
propagation distance zn.
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the calculation processes are very complicated [58,59]. Considering the LG0l beam domi-
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram showing the multiple cascaded SPPs. SPPn is located at xn−1–yn−1 plane.
The distance between SPPn−1 and SPPn is zn−1, and the distance between SPPn and the camera is zn.

We assume SPP1 is located at the waist position of the fundamental Gaussian beam.
VB of TCs ± l1 are generated by modulating the fundamental Gaussian beam with SPP1
(order l1) with a transmission function exp[i|l1|arg(x0 ± iy0)], where “±” denotes the sign
of TCs. Detail calculations using Fresnel diffraction theory or Collins–Huygens illustrate
that the amplitude of the generated doughnut beam by the SPP is proportional to the
difference of two first kind Bessel functions with numbers (l1 + 1)/2 and (l1 − 1)/2 orders,
and the calculation processes are very complicated [58,59]. Considering the LG0l beam
dominates in the generated doughnut beam [17], we take the approximation that the
doughnut beam is LG0l mode for simplicity. The transmission function of SPP1 can be
expressed as (x0 ± iy0)

|l1|.
At the x0–y0 (z = 0) plane, the field distribution of VB can be expressed as

E0(x0, y0, 0) ∝ (x0 ± iy0)
|l1| exp[−(x2

0 + y2
0)/w2

0] (1)

where the waist w0 is the radius for which the Gaussian term falls to 1/e of its on-axis value.
According to the Huygens–Fresnel integral, the field distribution of VB in x–y plane at

a distance z from SPP1 can be expressed as [40–42]

E(x, y, z) =
ik exp(−ikz)

2πz

∫ ∫
dx0dy0 exp[−ik

(x− x0)
2 + (y− y0)

2

2z
]E0(x0, y0, 0). (2)
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where k = 2π/λ is the wave number. Substituting Equation (1) into Equation (2), and using
the binomial theorem:

(x0 + iy0)
m =

m

∑
l=0

m!il

l!(m− l)!
x0

m−ly0
l . (3)

and integral formula [60]

∫ ∞

−∞
xn exp

(
−bx2 + 2cx

)
dx = n!

√
π

b

( c
b

)n
exp

(
c2

b

)n/2

∑
u=0

1
u!(n− 2u)!

(
b

4l2

)u
. (4)

The field distribution in Equation (2) takes the form

E(x, y, z) ∝
(

ik
2γ1z

)|l1|+1
exp

(
− x2 + y2

w2
1

)
(x± iy)|l1|e−ikz. (5)

Here γ1 = 1/w2
0 + ik/(2z), and 1/w2

1 = k2/(4γ1z2) + ik/(2z).The intensity of such
VB can be expressed as:

I = 2nicε0|E(x, y, z)|2. (6)

where ni is the refractive index of the transmission medium, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum,
and c is the speed of light in vacuum. In general, the intensity expression of the VB after
SPP1 has the following form:

I ∝ exp(−2
x2 + y2

w′21
)(x2 + y2)

|l1|. (7)

Here w1
′ is the equivalent beam radius of the fundamental mode corresponding to the

VB, and w′21 = w2
0
(
1+z2/z2

R
)
. zR = πw2

0/λ is the Rayleigh length.
Consider the SPP2 located at (x1, y1, z1). The field expression of VB propagating in a

distance z1 in x1–y1 plane after SPP1 is denoted by

E1(x1, y1, z1) ∝
(

ik
2γ1z1

)|l1|+1
exp

(
− x1

2 + y1
2

w1
2

)
(x1 ± iy1)

|l1|e−ikz1 , (8)

and the transmission function of SPP2 is (x1 ± iy1)
|l2|. Using the similar process, the field

expression of VB propagating a distance z2 in x2–y2 plane after SPP2 is denoted by

E2(x2, y2, z2) =
s ike−ikz2

2πz2
dx1dy1 exp

[
−ik (x2−x1)

2+(y2−y1)
2

2z2

]
E1(x1, y1, z1)(x1 ± iy1)

|l2|

∝
(

ik
2γ1z1

)|l1|+1( ik
2γ2z2

)|l1|+|l2|+1
exp

(
− x2

2+y2
2

w2
2

)
(x2 ± iy2)

|l1|+|l2| exp [−ik(z1 + z2)].
(9)

where γ2 = 1/w1
2 + ik/(2z2), 1/w2

2 = k2/(4γ2z2
2) + ik/(2z2). The intensity expression

of the VB after cascaded of SPP1 and SPP2 has the following form:

I ∝ exp(−2
x2 + y2

w′22
)(x2 + y2)

|l1|+|l2|. (10)

Here w2
′ is the equivalent beam radius of the fundamental mode corresponding to the

VB, and w′22 = w2
0

[
1+(z1 + z2)

2/z2
R

]
.

Similarly, the field expression of VB propagating in a distance zn in a xn–yn plane after
SPPn is denoted by

En(xn, yn, zn) ∝
n

∏
j=1

(
ik

2γjzj

)1+
j

∑
m=1
|lm |

exp
(
− xn

2 + yn
2

wn2

)
(xn ± iyn)

n
∑

m=1
|lm |

exp

[
−ik

(
n

∑
m=1

zm

)]
. (11)
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where γj =
1

wj−1
2 +

ik
2zj

(j ≥ 1) and 1
wj

2 = k2

4γjzj
2 +

ik
2zj

(j ≥ 1). As a whole, the process of n

transformations makes a combination of TCs with ±∑n
i=1 li. The intensity expression of the

VB after cascading multiple SPPs has the following form:

I ∝ exp(−2
x2 + y2

w′2n
)(x2 + y2)

∑n
i=1 |li |. (12)

Here wn
′ is the equivalent beam radius of the fundamental mode corresponding to

the VB, and w′2n = w2
0[1 + (

n
∑

j=1
zj)

2/z2
R]. wn

′ increases with the distance zj. The corre-

sponding VB possesses the radius of w0l = w′n

√
1 +

n
∑

j=1

∣∣lj
∣∣, and it enlarges quickly with

increasing TCs.

3. Experimental Setup

The schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 2. A TEM00 green
laser delivers a collimated Gaussian beam at 532 nm. The polarizer is used to ensure the
laser used is linearly polarized light. The beam is diffracted by a circle pinhole with a
diameter of 100 µm. After that, the laser beam is truncated by a circular diaphragm that
only allows the Airy spot passing through. Then the beam is collimated with a lens of focus
length 200 mm. The SPPs designed at 1064 nm with vortex orders l = 1, and 2 [34,43,47]
are used here. The corresponding vortex orders of SPPs for 532 nm are, approximately,
2 and 4, respectively. All SPPs are mounted on the two-dimensional translation frames.
Remarkably, when a new SPP is inserted on the optical path, its position should be carefully
adjusted, so that the new generated dark core coincides with the dark core of the original
VB. The intensity pattern is recorded by a CMOS camera. The TCs of VB is detected by the
interference discrimination method, which was described in our previous work [43,47] in
detail and not shown here.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. High Order VB Generated by Multiple Cascaded SPPs

The combination of 3 pieces of SPPs with vortex order 2 and 3 pieces of SPPs with
vortex order 4 allows the generation of VB with TCs up to 18 during our experiments.
During the simulations, the beam radius w is chosen to be 1.3 mm, and the distance zi
between two adjacent SPPs (SPP and camera) is chosen to be 50 mm (200 mm), respectively.
Each simulation is displayed in a two-dimensional frame with size of 11 mm × 11 mm.
Intensity distributions and phase maps of VB with TCs from 2 to 18 in steps of 2 are depicted
in Figure 3. The detailed arrangements of cascaded SPPs are introduced as follows. With a
single SPP of vortex order 2, VB with TCs 2 is generated, as shown in column 1 of Figure 3.
When two SPPs are cascaded, VBs with TCs of 2 + 2 and 4 + 4 are generated, respectively
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(as shown in columns 2 and 4 of Figure 3). When three SPPs are cascaded, VBs with TCs of
2 + 2 + 2 and 4 + 4 + 4 are generated, respectively (as shown in columns 3 and 6 of Figure 3).
For four cascaded SPPs, VB with TCs of 2 + 2 + 2 + 4 is generated (as shown in column 5 of
Figure 3). For five cascaded SPPs, VBs with TCs of 2 + 2 + 2 + 4 + 4 and 2 + 2 + 4 + 4 + 4
are generated (as shown in columns 7 and 8 of Figure 3). For all six cascaded SPPs, VB
with TCs of 2 + 2 + 2 + 4 + 4 + 4 is generated (as shown in column 9 of Figure 3). Rows
(a) and (b) of Figure 3 show the intensity patterns of the ring VBs bearing different TCs in
experiment and theoretically. For the experimental patterns, since not all the VB patterns
are located at the center of camera, and the positions of camera are changed for detecting
the whole pattern of VB with large TCs, we only cut out the image of the VB, and we
cannot compare the beam size of VBs with different TCs. Figure 3a1–a9 demonstrates that
the central dark area is broader with the increase of the magnitude of TCs. Figure 3b1–b9
illustrates that with increasing the magnitude of TCs, the VB spot enlarges and the central
dark area is broader. Experimental results are consistent with the simulation ones, except
outer concentric rings. These outer rings in the surroundings of doughnut beam seen in
experiment are due to the presence of higher-order modes whose origins lie in the purity
of the mode conversion by SPPs. However, the annular VB generated in experiment is
not uniform. This may be due to two category factors. On the one hand, the real vortex
orders of our SPPs at 532 nm are 2.049 and 4.098 for the SPPs with nominal vortex orders of
1 and 2 at 1064 nm, respectively. This is verified by the tail [30] at the upper right corner of
Figure 3a1. On the other hand, the pinhole is not round enough, the machining accuracy
of the SPP is not high enough, and the beam does not pass through the center of every
SPP. The quality of VB generated in experiment becomes deterioration, and high order
modes LGpl (p > 0) gradually become obvious with increasing the number of cascaded
SPPs, due to the difficulty in aligning all the SPPs’ centers on the same axis. Row (c) of
Figure 3 depicts the numerically calculated phase map of the VB. The phase map can be
divided into l identical parts, and rotates counter-clockwise. This is because the sign of TC
in our study is positive.
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4.2. Interference between a VB and a TEM00 Gaussian Beam (or Its Conjugate One)

To discriminate the TCs of VB, VB is usually used to interfere with a Gaussian beam (or
its conjugate one). According to the oblique angle between two interference beams, there
exist off-axis interference and coaxial interference. The later one can be further divided
according to the relation of the wavefront curvature radii of two interference beams.

When there exists an oblique angle between two interference beams, fork-shaped
pattern will form [43–45]. TCs of VB is determined by both the fork direction and the
oblique angle θ. The fork number is equal to the module of TCs difference between two
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vortex beams l1 − l2, and the fork direction is determined by both the sign of oblique angle θ
and TCs difference l1 − l2, upward for the same sign and downward for the opposite sign.
Figure 4 shows the off-axis interference patterns between a VB with TCs from 2 to 8 and a
TEM00 Gaussian beam (its conjugate one). During the experiment, the oblique angle θ is
slightly adjusted to improve the resolution of the fork fringes for higher TCs. This is the
reason that the fringes are denser for higher TCs. As shown in Row (a) of Figure 4, the
fork direction is upward, and the fork number, which is the module of fringe difference
between both ends of the fork, is just the TCs value l of VB. This is because the oblique
angle θ is positive, l1 = l, and l2 = 0, thus resulting in l1 − l2 = l during the experiment. Row
(b) of Figure 4 shows the off-axis interference between a VB and its conjugate one. Here θ
is still positive, l1 = l, l2 = −l, and l1 − l2 = 2l. The fork direction is still upward, and the
fork number is 2l. However, the fork number is hard to distinguish for large value l. This is
because the larger value of 2l needs more density fringes to count.
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We take the off-axis interference patterns between a VB with TCs 14 and a TEM00 Gaus-
sian beam (its conjugate one) (shown in Figure 5) as an example for detailed introduction.
For the off-axis interference pattern, fork point is the location of the vortex (singularity). As
shown in Figure 5a, there exist 14 fork points, and there is a single vortex with TC + 1 at
each fork point. It demonstrates that the VB contains 14 single vortices with TC + 1, rather
than one vortex with TCs of 14. This is mainly due to two reasons. On the one hand, not all
SPPs’ centers coincide well with the beam center in the real experiment. On the other hand,
the presence of a coherent background changes the location of a vortex which was initially
localized at the center of the VB [26,61,62]. As shown in Figure 5b, considering the fringes
two black dash lines, the fringes numbers are 44 on the upper side and 16 on the lower
side, respectively. The difference of fringes numbers on both side is 28, which is just 2l. We
also notice that the poor beam spot for large TCs leads to nonuniform of the interference
fringes’ brightness, thus resulting in difficulty to count the fringes clearly.
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Figure 5. Off-axis interference patterns for VB with TCs 14. Image (a) is interference pattern between
VB with TC of 14 and a TEM00 Gaussian beam; Image (b) is interference pattern between VB with
TC of 14 and its conjugate one. Black dotted lines are guideline for the interference fringes. The red
crosses are used to denote the forks’ locations in image (a), and the white crosses denote the fringes
between two black dotted guideline of fringes image (b).

When two vortex beams with different wavefront curvature radii interfere coaxially,
spiral pattern will form. For two VBs bearing TCs of l1 and l2 (simply denoted by l1 and
l2), the number of spiral lobes depend on the absolute value of TCs’ difference l1 − l2,
and the twist direction depends on the sign of TCs’ difference l1 − l2 and difference of
reciprocals for wavefront curvature radii (1/Rl1 − 1/Rl2 ), clockwise for the same sign, and
counter-clockwise for opposite signs [46–48]. During our experiments, the fundamental
Gaussian beam and VB with TCs − l are focused. In order to make the spiral pattern
under large TCs clear, the lens with longer focal length is used to focus the beam. Figure 6
depicts images of coaxial interference patterns between the VB with TCs from 2 to 8 and the
divergent beam. As shown in Row (a) of Figure 6, the twist direction is counter-clockwise,
and the number of helixes is just the TCs l of VB. This is because l1 − l2 = l − 0 = l, and
1/Rl1 < 1/Rl2 . Row (b) of Figure 6 shows the coaxial interference between a VB and its
conjugate one. The relation 1/Rl1 < 1/Rl2 still holds. For the case, l1 = l, l2 = −l, and l1 − l2
= 2l. The twist direction is still counter-clockwise, and the number of helixes is 2l. Both two
kinds of helixes are hard to count for large l.
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Similar to the above off-axis interference case, we also take the coaxial interference
patterns between a VB with TCs 14 and a TEM00 Gaussian beam (its conjugate one) (shown
in Figure 7) as an example for detailed introduction. For the coaxial interference pattern
between VB and the spherical wave, the starting point of the helix is the location of the
vortex (singularity). As shown in Figure 7a, there exist 14 starting points of helixes, and
there is a counter-clockwise helix at each starting point. It demonstrates that the VB contains
14 single vortices with TC + 1 [61,62]. The locations of vortices are consistent with those
shown in Figure 5a. The vortices numbers at certain region can also be determined by
counting the helixes number. Lead out two auxiliary lines from the beam center, and make
the other end of the line fall on the same helix. Count the number of helixes intersecting the
two auxiliary lines, respectively. As shown in Figure 7a, the numbers of intersecting helixes
are 5 on right side and 12 on the left side, respectively. Their difference (7) is just the vortex
numbers between the two auxiliary lines. Figure 7b shows the coaxial interference patterns
between VB with TCs of 14 and its conjugate one (the divergent beam). The number of
counter-clockwise helixes is 28, which is just 2l.

For coaxial interference between two vortex beams with nearly the same wavefront
curvature radii (1/Rl1 ≈ 1/Rl2 ) and bearing TCs of l1 and l2, petal patterns with |l1 − l2|
leaves are formed [49–51]. The experimental and simulated petal patterns are presented in
Figure 8. Since the spot size of the generated VB is larger than that of the TEM00 Gaussian
beam, the TEM00 Gaussian beam is expanded to be larger than the VB spot, and the
interference pattern is measured at the position where the two interference spots overlap in
space. Figure 8a1–a9 shows the experimental petal patterns with l leaves are formed by
coaxial interference between a VB and a TEM00 Gaussian beam, respectively. The number
of leaves in the petal patterns are just the TCs l carried by VB, and the beam center is not
null. Figure 8a1,a2 show that the beam patterns encompass two and four equally spaced
null regions, respectively. This is just the split of a highly charged vortex into individual
unity-charged vortices reported in previous literature [26]. We also notice that the leaves of
petal patterns rotate clockwise obviously for large l (≥8). This is because the wavefront
curvature radii of two interference beams satisfy: 1/Rl1 > 1/Rl2, and the twist direction of
the pattern is clockwise for l1 > l2 (l > 0). The petal patterns with slight twist can provide
both the value and sign of TCs. Figure 8c1–c9 depicts the coaxial interference patterns
between the VB and its conjugate one. The pattern with 2l bright petals, separated by 2l
regions of dark petals, are generated. This is because two VBs have the same beam spot
and wavefront curvature radius, they interfere constructively at 2l azimuthal positions,
separated by 2l regions of destructive interference. To further verify the conclusion, we
simulated the interference patterns using the theory shown in our previous work [47].
During the simulation process, the simulation parameters are carefully chosen to fit the
experimental results. E.g., the phase difference of two interference beams is used to control
the direction of the petals; the power ratio of two beams P2/P1 = 0.1; Suppose both beams
have waist at z = 0, we choose 1 < w2/w1 < 2 for the simulations shown in Figure 8b1–b9
and w2/w1 = 1 for the simulations shown in Figure 8d1–d9. The theoretical simulations
show good consistency with the experimental ones.
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radii. Images (a1–a9,b1–b9) are the interference patterns between VB and a TEM00 Gaussian beam
theoretically and in experiment, respectively; Images (c1–c9,d1–d9) are the interference patterns
between VB and its conjugate one theoretically and in experiment, respectively.

5. Conclusions

In summary, the VBs with even TCs from 2 to 18 are generated based on cascaded SPPs
configuration. The typical doughnut-shaped intensity distribution for the VB illustrates
that LG0l mode dominates in the generated VB, even though the number of cascaded SPP
is 6. The TCs can be increased (decreased) simply by the addition (subtraction) of SPPs. All
these results indicate the cascaded SPPs configuration is reliable, practical, and effective.
Besides, three kinds of interference patterns (fork, spiral and petal) about VBs are measured
and compared about the competence on discriminating TCs. The fork, or spiral patterns
allow us to distinguish the sign and value of TCs carried by the VB. The fork pattern shows
better resolution than the spiral one, especially for large TCs, and the petal pattern with
small spiral allows us to distinguish large TCs with a higher resolution.
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